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Abstract

A short and easy proof that the minimum number of generators of the nth direct power of a
non-trivial finite group of order s having automorphism group of order a is more than log,!? +
log,a, n > 1. On the other hand, for non-abelian simple G and large n, d(G") is within 1 + e of
log,* + log,a.

1980 Mathematics subject classification {Amer. Math. Soc.): 20 D 60.

In 4.4. of Wiegold (1974) there appears the following corollary of results of P.
Hall (1936), which was later applied in Wiegold (1980) to the growth sequences
of finite groups for which all simple images are two-generator. Let G be a
non-abelian simple group of order 5 with automorphism group of order a. Then
for sufficiently large n (whose meaning is made precise in Wiegold (1974) but is
not important for us here),

(1) log,n + log,a - 1 + 0(n) < d(G") < logsn + log,a + 1 + ^(n),

where 9, xp are sequences tending to 0 as n —* oo. Thus for large n, d(G") must
take one of at most three values near log,/i + log,a.

The object of this note is to give a very trivial proof of a strengthened version
of the lower estimate for d(G"), valid for all finite G. Precisely, we show that

(2) log, n + log, a<d(G")

for every finite G and all n > 1, where s = |G| and a = |Aut G\ as before. It is
then clear that, for non-abelian simple G, d(G") is within 1 + e of log,n + log,a
for large n. In other words, it is \o%sn + log,a + 1 in the unlikely event that this
is an integer, or it is one of the two smallest integers greater than log,/! + log,a
if not. A glance at powers of A5 shows that both of these latter contingencies
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actually arise. Unlike in Wiegold (1980), we are not assuming anything here
about d(G); this article should be compared with that one.

Now for the proof of (2). Suppose that sr < an for positive integers r, n. What
we want to prove is that d{Gn) > r in this case, and to that end we look at any r
elements

* 1 = ( S l l > £ l 2 > ••>8ln)

X2 = ( # 2 1 . #22> • • -'gin)

Xr =(grVgr2> • • • , g m )

of G", written as strings of length n in the usual way. For xv x2, . . . , xr to have
a chance of generating G", we must have (gw g^, . .. ,gn> = G for each
/ = 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose that this is so. Say that two generating /--vectors
(M,, U2, . .., ur) and (e,, v2, • • • , vr) are in the same Aut G-class if there is an
automorphism a of G such that «," = v,, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. (This idea originated
with P. Hall (1936).) How many Aut G-classes of generating /--vectors are there?
Certainly less than s'/a, since Aut G permutes the generating /--vectors regu-
larly, there are exactly ^r /--vectors altogether, and at least one is not generating,
namely the trivial r-vector. Of course, many other /--vectors are not generating
either if G is not of prime order; but this is of no importance here.

Since .vr < an, there must exist i,j, i ¥=j, such that (gu, g2i, • • •, gri) and
(gij> gy> • • • , grj) are m t n e same Aut G-class. Then for a word w,
w(gu> • • •»&<) = 1 if and only if w(gy, ..., grJ) = 1. It is now clear that x,,
x2, • . • , xr do not generate G", since they cannot produce an element which is 1
in the 1-th place and not 1 in they-th place.

P. Hall (1936) gives a lovely exact formula for the number of generating
/•-vectors, and it is this which gives rise to the upper bound in (1). What is
amusing here is that so easily-won a lower bound should actually be practically
the correct answer for simple groups.
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